Many of our clients have overcome numerous obstacles to obtain an apartment. After acquiring housing, many formerly homeless individuals and families find that they do not have the means to purchase household items needed to furnish their new home.

By volunteering to assemble "Welcome Home Kits", you can help our recently housed neighbors transform their bare apartments into comfortable homes.

Impact:
- Provide comfort, joy, and hope during times of housing transition
- Allow families to efficiently allocate resources
- Help newly housed families focus on goals such as obtaining employment and covering rental fees

Volunteers are responsible for providing some of the following NEW items in each kit:
- Towels, shower curtains, toiletries
- Twin & full-size sheet sets, pillows, comforters
- Hand soap, dish soap, detergent
- Flatware sets, dish sets, cookware sets
- New/lightly-used dressers, lamps, sofas, coffee tables, dining tables and chairs

Time Commitment:
- This can be a one-time opportunity, or an ongoing commitment
- Length of project varies depending on number of volunteers and number of kits being made